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Part Historical Adventure, Part Vampire Thriller The Fourth
Dark And Dazzling Novel In Jasper Kent S Danilov Quintet
Turkmenistan Beneath The Citadel Of Geok Tepe Sits A
Prisoner He Hasn T Moved From His Chair For Two Years,
Hasn T Felt The Sun On His Face In Than Fifty, But He Is
Thankful For That The City Is Besieged By Russian Troops
And Soon Falls But One Russian Officer Has His Own Reason
To Be Here Colonel Otrepyev Marches Into The Underground
Gaol But For The Prisoner It Does Not Mean Freedom, Simply
A New Gaoler An Old Friend, Now An Enemy They Return To
Russia To Meet An Older Enemy Still In Saint Petersburg, The
Great Vampire Zmyeevich Waits As He Has Always Waited He
Knows He Will Never Wield Power Over Tsar Aleksandr II, But
The Tsarevich Will Be A Different Matter When Otrepyev
Delivers The Prisoner Into His Hands, Zmyeevich Will Have
Everything He Needs Then All That Need Happen Is For The
Tsar To Die But It Is Not Only The Otrepyev And His Captive
Who Have Returned From Geok Tepe Another Soldier Has
Followed Them, One Who Cares Nothing For The Fate Of The
Tsar, Nor For Zmyeevich, Nor For Otrepyev He Has Only One
Thing On His Mind Revenge And It S Not Just Zmyeevich Who
Seeks The Death Of The Tsar Aleksandr S Faltering Steps
Towards Liberty Have Only Made The People Hungry For ,
And For Some The Final Liberty Will Come Only With The
Death Of The Dictator They Have Tried And Failed Before, But
The Tsar S Luck Must Desert Him One Day Soon He Will Fall
Victim To A Group That Has Vowed To Bring The Romanov
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Dynasty To A Violent End A Group That Calls Itself The People
S Will I liked it This book is a rollercoaster, but Kent does a
great job at keeping events interesting Looking forward to
reading the last instalment of this series The People s Will is
the fourth installment of Jasper Kent s expansive, epic
alternate history fiction series The Danilov Quintet.It had been
a long time since I had read the previous book, so I was initially
wary but when two characters were reunited Kent used this as
a clever way to remind the reader of previous events.The
People s Will focuses on three descendants of the original
Alexei Danilov his son Dmitry and his grandsons Mihail and
Luka Dmitry s nephews But also provides an insight in Iuda s
childhood and turning, which challenges much of what you
were led to believe in the first three novels.I found the
intricacies of Russian politics and military strategy a bit
laboroius and difficult to grasp I also found myself getting bored
in the latter part of the book, which is the reason for the minus
2 stars.Forget the Twilight craze of recent years, The Danilov
Quintet is vampires for adults, a worthy successor of the
original Dracula legend. VampiresThis is the fourth of five
books and they are absolutely great Mixing the historical with
some horror Right from the first book I have been hooked, now
for the last book and see who triumphs the evil vampire or the
good vampire killer He s finally dead Man was he hard to kill
Won t say his name for spoiler purposes but those of you who
ve read the series know who I m talking about A great
character Agony brought strength Pain brought malice
Absence brought growth Misery brought the desire for revenge.
I ve been saying it for the last couple of years, but no one
appears to be listening to me Vampire stories are a dime a
dozen in this day and age, most of them with nothing original to
differentiate them from the rest of the pack Yet by mixing his
own tale with Russian historical fiction, with the Danilov Quintet
Jasper Kent created something truly unique, compelling, and
thoroughly enjoyable The People s Will is the fourth installment
in the sequence, and Kent continues to write with aplomb,
pushing this story forward toward a grand finale which should
be terrific Once again, the author delivers on all fronts Here s
the blurb Part historical adventure, part vampire thriller the
fourth dark and dazzling novel in Jasper Kent s Danilov
Quintet.Turkmenistan 1881 Beneath the citadel of Geok Tepe
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sits a prisoner He hasn t moved from his chair for two years,
hasn t felt the sun on his face in than fifty, but he is thankful for
that The city is besieged by Russian troops and soon falls But
one Russian officer has his own reason to be here Colonel
Otrepyev marches into the underground gaol But for the
prisoner it does not mean freedom, simply a new gaoler an old
friend, now an enemy They return to Russia to meet an older
enemy still.In Saint Petersburg, the great vampire Zmyeevich
waits as he has always waited He knows he will never wield
power over Tsar Aleksandr II, but the tsarevich will be a
different matter When Otrepyev delivers the prisoner into his
hands, Zmyeevich will have everything he needs Then all that
need happen is for the tsar to die.But it is not only the Otrepyev
and his captive who have returned from Geok Tepe Another
soldier has followed them, one who cares nothing for the fate
of the tsar, nor for Zmyeevich, nor for Otrepyev He has only
one thing on his mind revenge And it s not just Zmyeevich who
seeks the death of the tsar Aleksandr s faltering steps towards
liberty have only made the people hungry for , and for some
the final liberty will come only with the death of the dictator
They have tried and failed before, but the tsar s luck must
desert him one day Soon he will fall victim to a group that has
vowed to bring the Romanov dynasty to a violent end a group
that calls itself The People s Will.More than two decades have
elapsed since the events chronicled in The Third Section This
time, the historical backdrop for this novel is the period during
which the People s Will, a group of revolutionaries, sought to
bring the dictatorship of the Tsar to an end Unlike its
predecessor, in which the Crimean War acted only as a set up
to get certain characters into play, in The People s Will the
brewing revolution takes center stage and influences basically
every plotline and protagonist Once again, Jasper Kent s flair
and his eye for historical details capture the minutiae of the day
to day life in Russia during that particular epoch and create an
evocative narrative that never fails to dazzle the eye.It was
interesting to see the evolution and character growth in Dmitry
s POV To say that his life has changed would be an
understatement, so it was great to see events unfold through
his eyes The most fascinating point of view, however, has to be
Iuda Through his POV and backstory, we learn so much about
vampires and how why he became the man who has left such
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an indelible mark in the series thus far Mihail was another
interesting addition to the cast, which now spans generations It
s captivating to realize just how all the threads that comprise
this grand historical tapestry are all woven together And the
Zmyeevich POV was a treat, if only to discover about this
vampire s history Characterization has always been a highlight
in the Danilov Quintet and it s certainly no exception with The
People s Will.Both Thirteen Years Later and The Third Section
occasionally suffered from pacing issues Not so with this fourth
volume, whose rhythm never falters from beginning to end The
the story progresses, the you need to find out what s going to
occur next I went through this one in a few sittings and now I
can t wait for the final installment to be released I mention this
in every single review if you are looking for an intriguing blend
of Russian historical fiction and paranormal fiction, Kent s
Danilov Quintet is definitely what the doctor ordered If you want
to read something different, this series deserves the highest
possible recommendation Indeed, this should intrigue and
satisfy even the most jaded genre fiction readers Hard to put
down.For reviews www.fantasyhotlist.blogspot.com The fourth
in the Danilov Quintet series by Kent.You will have to strap
your extra memory cells on for this because it is packed full of
names, dates and places set in Russia That means at least
triple names for every character or reference to a person in
history At times I thought this was to the detriment of the story,
because the reader spends half their time reading one name
after the other, and I am sure first names would have sufficed
after a few chapters.Then the who is related to whom and
family friends saga, which also took up a good quarter of the
book.Hidden in the midst of all this is a vampire story linked to
the historical events of the group called the People s Will The
group that planned and succeeded in the assassination of
Alexander II of Russia I should say that the vampire story is
one that has taken place over the last four parts of the series
and the various characters are linked to different events
throughout history This one just happens to enfold around the
events of the group The People s Will.As I mentioned before, I
felt there was far too much explaining of who is what to whom
and why It burdened down the vampire plot, which had its
moments, especially when it came to escape and survival
techniques of the vampire This was also the case when it came

to the secondary plot of the assassination It just sank into
obscurity amongst all the explanations about subsequent
family relationships.I would like to read a Kent without the main
focus being who is and instead I would prefer what is I received
a free copy of this book via Netgalley. The People s Will is the
fourth of five instalments of the Danilov Quintet in which a
section of Russian history is given a different slant The first
novel, Twelve, started in 1812 with the Napoleonic invasion of
Russia where we were first introduced to a band of
mercenaries called the Oprichniki Ruthless and devoid of
conscience they have been enlisted to cause chaos amongst
the French troops However, it soon becomes apparent that
these ruthless mercnaries have a different agenda They are
Voordalak, creatures of the night, or, as they are commonly
known, Vampire Twelve was followed by Thirteen Years, The
Third Section and now The People s Will If you haven t read
the first three novels in the series, firstly, I really recommend
you do so unless you re a bit queasy and secondly, probably
best to stop reading now for the avoidance of spoilers from the
previous novels Also, don t be put off by the fact that these
novels contain elements of the supernatural I think this is one
series where the author has succeeded in writing history with a
twist This is not YA and in some respects not for the faint
hearted but it is gripping, interesting, full of adventure, dark and
twisted.For the avoidance of doubt I will start this review by
saying I loved this instalment It s an action packed tale of
revenge and on top of this it takes us back in time to look at the
past of one of, what I consider to be, the best villains I have
read about, Iuda.As with previous instalments the People s will
takes us forward a number of years and starts in 1881 The
action starts in Turkmenistan with the rescue of a prisoner who
has been held captive for the past two years beneath the
Citadel of Geok Tepe The Russian Officer responsible for this
mission, Colonel Otrepyev is in league with another and the
rescue is not really a bid for freedom for the prisoner but simply
another form of imprisonment.Meanwhile we are introduced to
a left wing terrorist organisation called The People s Will, who
are planning the assassination of the Tsar Alexandra II and
who will play a large part in the story.The jump forward in time
means we have again moved on to different characters, at
least in human terms Tamara no longer plays a role but her

son Mihail, reared on a diet of revenge, takes over the role
once played by Alexsei his grandfather Of course, the
vampires themselves have not aged at all and are still circling
each other in their strange game of power and revenge Iuda is
his usual menacing sociopathic self, Zmyeevich still an expert
in playing the long game and Dmitry, relatively young and
inexperienced in terms of vampires.I don t really want to delve
into the plot There is the whole seeking for power and
revenege side to this played by Zmyeevich, we have a number
of the key players seeking to kill Iuda for the purposes of
revenge and then we have The People s Will hoping to
instigate an uprising following the assassination of the Tsar All
of the threads are inextricably linked with than one character
playing a double role To quote Blackadder the plot twists and
turns like a twisty turny thing and Kent brings it all together
seemlessly.The writing is again flawless The events of the
story an expert weave of truth and fiction The historical detail is
just enough to give you a flavour without overwhelming the
story with a flood of detail and trivia that would dilute the impact
The real hook with these stories is the characters themselves
The author manages to pull you in to their story and keeps you
involved even with the family members who are no longer
involved I found myself thinking again of Alexsei, who I had
misgivings about at the very start but ended up really enjoying
reading about his legacy still lives on here with his son and
grandson standing on different sides of the fence I really
enjoyed finding out about Iuda and gaining an insight into his
past what a delightfully despicable character he is to read, no
cardboard cut out villain here I hope that we will be given a
similar insight into the all powerful Zmyeevich who, although
plays of a secondary role here, certainly displays just how
incredibly powerful he really is.Again, there is an element of
horror, these vampires take us back to the old school style of
writing They are evil, they have no compassion or feelings,
they smell of rotting flesh they have no inner conflict
whatsoever about taking human life and in fact enjoy the chase
and the fear they inflict as much as the feed itself And, not only
are the villains ruthless but so too is the author I certainly didn t
see some of these twists coming and must confess my jaw
dropped than once Plus, can I also say that thank goodness
Kent has chosen to channel his activities into writing the means

of vampire torture and death that he has come up with alone
are enough to make you shudder His imagination seems to
know no bounds On top of this I really admire the overall scope
of the series and the historical content that has been brought
into play here For me this shows real imagination and creativity
at its finest Kent has taken a particular period in history and
twisted a number of the key events to give it a sinister meaning
I think I can see where this is probably going to lead next and I
admit I can t wait to read the final instalment.If you enjoy
historical fiction where the story includes an element of
something different, a touch of horror and a look at the lengths
to which people will go to try and seek revenge then definitely
check out this series.I have no hesitation in recommending
Jasper Kent s Danilov Quintet. Part historical adventure, part
vampire thriller, The People s Will is the fourth installment of
the Danilov Quintet The year is 1881 and the Tsar Aleksandr II
s steps towards liberty have made the people hungry for , and
that includes the death of the dictator And as his life is
threatened by the group that calls itself The People s Will But
they are not the only ones who want to get rid of the Tsar,
Zmyeevich, the one and only Count Vlad Dracul, or commonly
known as Dracula wants the blood of the royal family, but one
child of the Romanov and Danilov bloodlines wants revenge
against Iuda and will kill all those who stand in his wayFull
review here
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